Learning Journey

NEW LEADERSHIP MASTERCLASS
Core principles, competencies and practices for leading in the 21st century.
8 days over 16+ weeks
CEO & Directors

Delivery: Online or in Presence

Business Manager

HR & People Development

Transformation Expert

OD Experts

DESCRIPTION

TAKE AWAY

Traditionally, leadership was about maintaining order,
stability, and control. Today, we need a radically di erent
approach to leading ourselves, others, business, and
beyond to navigate the speed of change, in ux of new
technologies, shifting value orientations in society, and
growing challenges for humanity as a whole.

You will learn about the 17 core principles of New Leadership
and how to apply them to catalyse an ego-to-eco awareness shift
in yourself, others, business and beyond.

It's not surprising that the majority of executives struggle to
respond adequately to these complex circumstances. In fact,
only 30 percent of leaders interviewed in Deloitte's 2019
Global Human Capital Trends Survey said they know how to
e ectively develop new leadership skills to meet the
demands of the 21st century.

You will develop new competencies based on the best insights
and strategies from transformational, dialogic, servant,
authentic, systemic, creative, clear, responsible and evolutionary
leadership.
You will work with powerful practices rooted in neuroscience,
coaching, psychology, business strategy, therapy, and arts to
drive human-centric transformation hands-on.

To equip executives with the core principles, competencies,
and practices of New Leadership, we studied a variety of
innovative leadership approaches and extracted the
fundamental ideas that underlie all of them.
In other words: We spent time to save you time by deriving
the shared essence of what New Leadership really is about
and making it easily accessible in this comprehensive,
interactive, and inspirational Learning Journey.
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BACKGROUND
To help executives navigate through the buzzword jungle and
choose a form of leadership approach that is right for them,
their employees and their companies, we studied a mix of
modern leadership approaches and extracted the
fundamental ideas that underlie all of them.

• Creative Leadership (Richardson)

Due to the myriad of leadership styles circulating under
di erent names in di erent contexts, we further re ned our
search for the essence of new leadership based on the
following criteria: supported by a pool of scienti c data and
academic literature to ensure the validity of the leadership
concept; follow a human-centred approach; substantial
record of success in their application based on feedback
from diverse leaders we worked with and among Fortune
500 companies. Below are leadership approaches that tick
all the boxes:

In times that are characterised by great complexity and
uncertainty, leadership should not be another area that
challenges us. Therefore, we looked for similarity among the
diverse new leadership styles above and published 17 New
Leadership Principles that capture their shared essence,
providing a true north for leading oneself, people, business and
beyond.

• Clear Leadership (Gervase/Bushe)
• Responsible Leadership (Sanford)
• Evolutionary Leadership (Alznauer/Van Vugt)

• Transformational Leadership (Bass)
• Dialogic Leadership (Dietz)
• Servant Leadership (Greenleaf)
• Authentic Leadership (Avolio/George/Walumbwa)

New Leadership.

Core principles, competences and practices for leading in complexity and rapid
change - the essence of emerging leadership models for the 21st century.

• Systemic Leadership (Luhmann/Senge)

By Mia Rosenzweig, Prof. Frank Widmayer, Chris Neill, Michael Pohl
© triangility Pte. Ltd. 2021

triangility - workshops & training - Singapore - Germany - USA - www.triangility.com

Download the white-paper here:
https://triangility.com/blog/
2021/03/15/new-leadershipwhitepaper/
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NEW LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLES

META COMPETENCIES

PRACTICES

In 2021, triangility started collaborating with students from
Karlshochschule International University (Professor Wendelin
Kuepers) in a scienti c project. They challenged our ndings,
designed and conducted a survey with leaders and HR managers
and added research to our New Leadership framework.
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CONTENT OVERVIEW
1 - LEADING YOURSELF

3 - LEADING BUSINESS

We start with a deep-dive into the invisible and unconscious
elements of your leadership persona based on your beliefs,
attitudes, role perception, and corporate culture. Learning to
deconstruct the complexity of your inner world will prepare
you for e ectively deconstructing complex problems outside
of yourself that may occur in your team, business, or
beyond.

In this step, we will analyse the current structures of your
business model and evaluate what to remove, change, and
add to e ectively respond to global mega trends, industry
developments, emerging technologies, and changing needs
of employees & customers. Moreover, we will map out
concrete strategies how to overcome organisational silos,
enhance agility whilst maintaining stability, co-create new
products & services with partners & consumers, and catalyse
a human-centric culture change to attract and retain top
talents.

2 - LEADING OTHERS
We continue by exploring methodologies how to foster
creativity and co-creation among your teams, peers and
reports to drive innovation through cross-functional
collaboration and purpose-orientation. To harness the
power of diversity, networks, and collective intelligence, we
will place a strong focus on developing your communication,
facilitation and mentoring skills.

4 - LEADING BEYOND
Using a systems thinking approach, we will put your
learnings into a bigger picture context by exploring the
interconnection between personal, organisational, global
development. As you practice to shift from an 'ego-logic' to
'eco-logic', you'll become better at integrating social,
environmental, and economic goals to support the positive
transformation of your company, humanity, and earth.

METHODS & PHILOSOPHY
This Learning Journey consists of three integrated elements: class room training, social peer-to-peer learning and on-the-job-education.

In 4 training modules our experienced coaches and facilitators provide insights and know-how around New Leadership, which will be
further developed and deepened in self-organised and self-paced learning groups. Practical application is critical both to integrate the
knowledge and achieve real results in your organisation. We curate for you the necessary content, templates and tools required for an
exceptional learning experience.
We focus on raising our conscious awareness of our behaviours, attitudes, and biases so that we can consciously change and expand
our impact. We draw upon proven concepts from neuroscience, psychology, business leadership and systems thinking and then
intensely apply and practice them during the master class.
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Connect Session

• How do you overcome organisational silos and build cross-functional teams
for innovation and co-creation?

In this brief introductory session, your leaders will get familiar with the
purpose, goals, and logistics of the program, and jointly de ne the ground
rules for their Learning Journey.
Module 1: Leading Yourself
We start our journey by deconstructing your leadership persona and
mapping out strategies for personal transformation:
• How do your personal values, beliefs, and experiences shape your
leadership identity?
• What impact does the organisational history and culture have on your
leadership mindset and behaviour?
• How can you embrace cognitive dissonance, initiate perception change,
and adopt a higher-order logic to solve complex problems inside and
outside of yourself?

• How can you nurture, manage, and harness diversity of thought?
• What do you have to communicate to catalyse a mindset change in your
team, boost their inspiration, and grow your social in uence?
• Which leadership skills and facilitation techniques are most e ective to
manage ow, energy, creativity, and collaboration in virtual environments?
• How do you e ectively lead self-managed groups and empower agile,
autonomous decision-making?
• How can you create bespoke learning opportunities based on individual
passions and potentials?
• What can you do to align individual and organisational values and goals?
• How do you build meaningful relationships beyond organisational roles to
foster psychological safety?

• How can you increase your role-identity congruity to become more
authentic and expand your social in uence?

• How do you discern with coaching and mentoring approaches authentically
t your leadership style, the situation, and the individuals you're dealing
with?

• How can you overcome subjective brain lters to transform automatic
reactions into conscious actions?

• How can you support others in developing their digital literacy together with
unique human-only skills, such as empathy and intuition?

• How can you strengthen your resilience, stress tolerance, and exibility
to navigate challenging times with greater calm and con dence?

Module 3: Leading Business

• How can you gain more control over your thoughts and feelings to
manage their impact on others and the business?

By decoding your current corporate culture and business model, we map out
strategies how to catalyse sustainable, holistic, and human-centric
transformation inside your organisation:
• How can you deepen the value and purpose-orientation in your company
culture to allow for intrapreneurship?
• How do you create a hybrid work environment in which people are free to
choose where, when, and how they work, without risking any compromises
on organisational performance?
• How can you co-create new products and services with diverse
stakeholders?
• How do you shift from a pro t- to a purpose-mindset and analyse business
success based on economical, ecological, and societal value contribution?
• How do you foster versatile adaption whilst maintaining stability in your
business operations?

Module 2: Leading Others
Based on our deep-dive into self-re ection and personal responsibility,
we now explore how you can inspire and empower your teams, peers,
and reports to lead themselves more e ectively and achieve greater
collaborative results:

• What steps can you take to sustainably transition from hierarchical systems
and bureaucratic processes to decentralised and agile ways of working?
• Which global and digital mega trends are most relevant for your
organisation, and how do you leverage them to future-proof your business
model?
• How do you discern which new technologies serve your employees best?
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CONTENT & FLOW

CONTENT & FLOW
• What are the myths and truths about how to change organisational
culture?

• How do you move from shareholder to stakeholder capitalism?

• What leadership structures, tools, and processes are best suited for

• How can you channel digital innovation towards outcomes that are more in
tune with the wider needs of society and earth?

Module 4: Leading Beyond

• How can you start thinking di erently about the design of your organisation
and the role it plays to align its' purpose to wider societal goals?

Finally, we go beyond the boundaries of your business and explore how
you can apply your new leadership learnings to foster positive change on
a bigger scale:
• How do you design practical and emotionally-resonant strategies for
impact?
• How can you replace addictive consumerism with conscious cocreation?

ABOUT US

• How can you demystify sustainability to convince your teams, peers,
customers, and reports of making green changes without compromise on
pro ts?
• How can you upgrade your human operating system (your consciousness) to
expand your understanding of, connection to, and in uence on complex
situations and systems?
• What can you do to develop regenerative and inclusive social systems within
you company, communities and for future generations?

CONTACT

triangility is a vibrant community of Learning Designers and
Leadership Experts from diverse disciplines who join their forces
to pursue on one common goal: To empower positive
transformation in people and organisations through the
principles, competencies, and practices of New Leadership.

www.linkedin.com/company/triangility
welcome@triangility.com
Website contact form
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